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Abstract-h this paper, we consider the following higher-order neutral difference equation: 
A”’ (I,, + a,,-&) + pnzn--r = 0, n 2 no, 
where c E R, m 1 1 is an odd integer, k 2 1, T > 0 are integers, {p,}F& is a sequence of real 
numbers. We obtain the global result (with respect to c) for general {p,}, which means that we 
allow oscillatory {p,}. The main result is a sufficient condition for the existence of nonoscillatory 
solutions. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we shall consider the following higher-order neutral delay difference equation: 
Am (2, + cz,-k) + p,z,_, = 0, 72 2 120 E {0,1,2,. . .}, (1) 
where c E R, m 2 1 is an odd integer, k 2 1, r 2 0 are integers, {pn},“,,, is a sequence of 
real numbers which can even be oscillatory. The forward difference A is defined as usual, i.e., 
Ax, = x,+~ -2,. 
Let 0 = max{k, r} and NO 2 no be a fixed nonnegative integer. By a solution of (l), we mean 
a real sequence {x,} which is defined for all n 2 NO - 0 and satisfies (1) for n > No. 
The neutral delay difference equations arise in a number of important applications including 
problems in population dynamics when maturation and gestation are included, in “cobweb” 
models in economics where demand depends on current price but supply depends on the price 
at an earlier time, and in electrical transmission in lossless transmission lines between circuits in 
high speed computers. 
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Oscillation theory of neutral difference equations has developed very rapidly in recent years. 
It has concerned itself largely with the oscillatory and nonoscillatory properties of solutions (see, 
e.g., [l-12] and the references cited therein). Agarwal, Grace and O’Regan [l], Agarwal and 
Wong [2], Agarwal, Thandapani and Wong [3], Ag arwal and Grace [4], and Zhang and Yang [5] 
investigate the oscillatory behavior of solutions of nonlinear neutral difference equation of order 
m(> 1) of the following form: 
Am (5, + ‘%x-k) + Pnf (Xn-T) = 0, n 1 no. (2) 
The oscillation and nonoscillation of solution of the neutral difference equation with positive and 
negative coefficients 
have been investigated by Zhang and Wong [6], Zhou [7], and Zhou and Zhang [8]. The higher- 
order neutral difference equations with oscillatory coefficients have received much less attention, 
which is mainly due to the technical difficulties arising in its analysis. In particular, there is no 
nonoscillation result for (1). 
In this paper, we obtain a global result (with respect to c) in the case when {?>n} can be 
oscillatory, which is a sufficient condition for the existence of a nonoscillatory solution. 
As is customary, a solution {zig} of (1) is said to oscillate about zero or simply to oscillate if 
the terms zn of the sequence {x~} are neither eventually all positive nor eventually all negative. 
Otherwise, the solution is called nonoscillatory. For t E R, we define the usual factorial expression 
(t)(m) = nzi’(t - i) with (t)(O) = 1. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Assume that c # -1 and that 
Then (1) has a nonoscillatory solution. 
PROOF. The proof of this theorem will be divided into five cases in terms of c. Let 1% be the set 
of all real sequence z = {z,}~?=,, with the norm llzll = supnzno (x,1 < co. Then ln”, is a Banach 
space. 
CASE 1. For the case -1 < c 5 0, choose a 711 > 7~0 sufficiently large such that n1 - 0 2 no and 
We define a closed, bounded, and convex subset 0 of ln”, as follows: 
cl = 
{ 
2(1 + c) 
x = (2,) E In”, : -y-- &, nrno . 
> 
Define an operator T : R -+ lg as follows: 
- 72 + ?7l - l)(m-‘)PiXi-_rj ?I 2 721, 
TX, = 
710 5 n 5 nl 
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We shall show that TR c R. In fact, for every x E Sz and n > ni, we get 
00 
TX, 51 +c- CL-k + (m! l)! i=n - C(i - n + m - l)(m-l)IPilzi-r 
441 m 
51+c-3C+3(m-l)!i_ 
~(i+m-l)(m-l)lpil 
41+c 4 
<1+++--=-. 
34 3 
Furthermore, we have 
03 
TX, >_I + C - cxn-k - (m ! l)! i=n - C(i - n + m - l)(m-l)Ipilx&r 
4 1 
-- 
zl+c- 3(m-l)!, 
e (i + m - lp-(Pi( 
2=71, 
41+c 2(1 + c) 
~l+c---==. 
3 4 3 
Hence, 
2(1 + c) 
3 <TX,< ;, 
for n 2 no. 
Thus, we have proved that TS1 C R. 
Now we shall show that operator T is a contraction operator on R. 
In fact, for x, y E R and n 2 nl, we have 
ITx, - Tynl 5 - c I%-k - Yn-kl + 
5 - cl&k - yn-kl + & ,g (i + m - W-l) IPil lx,-, - ?A-rl 
. 2--n, 
<qx - y(J. 
This implies that 
Since 0 < (1 - 3c)/4 < 1, we conclude that T is a contraction operator on Q. Therefore, by the 
Banach contraction principle, T has a fixed point 2 in a, that is, Tz = z. Clearly, 3c = (2,) is a 
bounded positive solution of equation (1). This completes the proof in this case. 
CASE 2. For the case c < -1, choose a ni > no sufficiently large such that n1 + k - T 2 no and 
& -2 (i + m - 1p-‘)jp,I 5 -q 
z-nl+k 
We define a closed, bounded, and convex subset R of In”, as follows: 
R= x={z,)tl~:-;lx,~-2c, rl>7Lo}. 
1 
Define an operator T : R - lg as follows: 
1 1 1 
-c-l--z n 2 ni, 
Tx,~ =
c n+k + - c (m ,=E+k(i - n - k + m - l)(m-l)p,z,-,, 
2 n 
TX,, , no 5 n I: 721. 
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We shall show that TR c R. In fact, for every x E 0 and n 2 ni, we get 
TX, 5 - c - 1 - 
1+c 
I-c+l+2 -----4- ( > 5 -2c. 
Furthermore, we have 
TX, 2 - c - 1 - :x~+~ + 1 c& F (i - 12 - k + m - l)(m-‘)IPilxCi_r 
’ t=n+k 
Hence, 
’ < TX, 5 -25 
Th s we have proved that .,,“‘Q~ u, 
for n 2 no. 
Now we shall show that operator T is a contraction operator on R. 
In fact, for x,y E 0 and n > ni, we have 
(TX, -Q./n1 I- +n-, -h-k1 - f&. .lg-n- k + m - l)+‘) Ipi1 lx+, - yz-r( 
5 - ;lz,_, - yn-kl - ’ c--+ i=g+k(i + m - P-‘) IPil 1%r - YI-rl 
I Gllx - YII. 
This implies that 
IITx - TYII 5 $llx - YII. 
Since 0 < (c - 3)/4c < 1, we conclude that T is a contraction operater on R. Therefore, by the 
Banach contraction principle, T has a fixed point x in R, that is, TX = x. Clearly, x = {xn} is a 
bounded positive solution of equation (1). This completes the proof in this case. 
CASE 3. For the case 0 5 c < 1, choose a n1 > no sufficiently large such that ni - 0 2 no and 
& ,g (i + m - l)(“_‘)lp,( 5 y. 
. 2-n, 
We define a closed, bounded, and convex subset R of 1% as follows: 
R = {x = (2,) E 1: : 2(1 -c) <_ xn 5 4, n 2 no}. 
Define an operator T : R + 1% as follows: 
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We shall show that TR C R. In fact, for every x E s1 and n 2 ni, we get 
00 
789 
TX, 53 + c - an-k + (m ; I)! i=n C(i - 72 + m - l)+l)lp$L&-r 
+ m - l)(m-i)lpiJ 
Furthermore, we have 
TX, 23 + c - an-k - (m y 1j! i=n -jF(i- n + m - l)(~-‘)~pi~xz-T 
Hence, 
2(1 - c) 5 TX, < 4, for n 2 no. 
Thus, we have proved that TR c 0. 
Now we shall show that operator T is a contraction operator on R. 
In fact, for x, y E Sz and n 2 nl, we have 
72 + m - I)(+‘) lpzl lx+ - yi+.j 
This implies that 
Since 0 < (1 + 3c)/4 < 1, we conclude that T is a contraction operater on 0. Therefore, by the 
Banach contraction principle, T has a fixed point x in 0, that is, TX = x. Clearly, x = {xcn} is a 
bounded positive solution of equation (1). This completes the proof in this case. 
CASE 4. For the case c > 1, choose a ni > no sufficiently large such that ni + k - T 2 no and 
& ,_g (i + m - l)(m-l)IpZI 5 q. 
’ z-nl+k 
We define a closed, bounded, and convex subset s2 of ln”, as follows: 
R = {LX = {xn} E 1g :2(c-1)5x:,54c, n>ns}. 
Define an operator T : R * lg as follows: 
TX,, = 
3c+l+,+,,+’ c & ,=?+k(i - n - k + m - l)(m-‘)~&-,, n>nl, 
‘2 7L 
TX,, , no 5 72 5 121 
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We shall show that Til c R. In fact, for every x E R and n 2 nr, we get 
Txc, 53~ + l-Lx ~ 1 1 F (i - n - k + m - l)(m-l)(p&r,_, 
c n+k -! c (m - l)! i=n+k 
+ m - l)(m-l)lpil 
<3c + 
Furthermore, we have 
TX, >3c + 1 - $+k - ’ c-& ,g (i -n - k + m - l)(“+Ipilx+. 
’ t=n+k 
>_3c - 
Hence, 
Thus, we have proved 
2(c - 1) 5 TX, 5 4c, for n 2 no. 
that TR c R. 
Now we shall show that operator T is a contraction operator on 0. 
In fact, for x, y E R and n 2 nl, we have 
(TX, - Ty,( 5; l&-k - y,_kl + i---&y ,F (i - 71. - k + ~72 - l)+‘) bil 1%--r - Yi-rl 
’ a=n+k 
+n-k - %a-k( + ’ C& ,=$+k(i + m - P-l) IPil IQ-r - Yi-rl 
<~llx - YII. 
This implies that 
IP - TYII 5 
Since 0 < (3 + c)/4c < 1, we conclude that T is a contraction operater on R. Therefore, by the 
Banach contraction principle, T has a fixed point x in R, that is, TX = 2. Clearly, x = {x,} is a 
bounded positive solution of equation (1). This completes the proof in this case. 
CASE 5. Finally, we consider the last case when c = 1. Let ni > no be such that ni + k -r 2. no 
and 
& ,_F (i + 77% - 1p-1) (PiI L ;. 
’ a-n,+k 
We define a closed, bounded, and convex subset Sz of ln”, as follows: 
s2 = {X = {s,} E 1; : 2 5 2, 5 4, n 2 no}. 
Define an operator T : s2 -+ lFo a~ follows: 
n+2jk-1 
(m-l)pi2+., n 27x1, 
TX, = 3+ (mll)!~~~i=*+~_l)k’i-~+~-l) 
Txn, , no < n < 
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By a similar argument to that of Cases l-4, we can easily show that T maps R into 0 and for 
x,y~Randn>nl 
IITX - TYII 5 illx - YII. 
Therefore, by the Banach contraction principle, T has a fixed point x in R, that is, 
i 
3 + (772 ! l)! Jzl iEn+(2j_l)k z n+F-l (. _ n + m - l)(m-‘)piXi_r, 12 1721, 2, = 
xn, I no<n<nl. 
It follows that 
x,+x~-*=6+(m:l)!i=n --2(i- n + m - l)(m-l)p~xz--r, n 2 nl. 
Clearly, x = {x,} is a bounded positive solution of equation (1). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
REMARK 1. For the critical case c = -1, it is also possible that all solutions of (1) oscillate in 
spite of the fact that (4) holds. In the case where p, > 0 for n 2 no, Zhou [9] proved that if (4) 
holds and that for some no > zm(rn - 1) 
then every solution of equation (1) oscillates 
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